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Introduction  

On 6 January 2021 amidst the backdrop of a global pandemic and growing civil unrest, 

people watched as an angry mob stormed the Capitol in Washington, DC, attempting 

to overturn the US presidential election result (Tan, Shin and Rindler). Transforming 

the Capitol into a spectre of chaos and ultimately violence, the events that unfolded 

signalled a sinister phenomenon that had been lurking in the background since the 

dawn of the internet. Big Tech’s dominance and its ability to gatekeep people’s 

opinions, beliefs and facts presents a power disparity that blurs offline and online 

worlds, at times causing harm to the billions of citizens who rely on their services. Tech 

companies have been sucked into a longstanding culture war whereby on one hand, 

social networks can censor content and freedom of speech and on the other, they can 

amplify and proliferate lies (The Economist). Policymakers and regulators are at a 

critical juncture and the path ahead ensnares contentious debates.  

 

In the lead up to the riot, swaths of Proud Boys, Trump supporters, and white 

nationalists had connected to each other online; bound together by false claims from 

US President Donald Trump that the election had been rigged (The Economist). In the 

aftermath of the event, Twitter and Facebook took the decision to suspend President 

Trump and his political allies; indicating that the “megaphone ha[d] been taken away” 

(The Economist p.1). Following suit, Amazon Web Services, the hyperscaler cloud 

computing arm of Amazon, decided to deplatform Parler “a Twitter alternative popular 

with American right-wingers,” removing the site from their app stores (The Economist 

p. 2). These actions symbolise more than just a decision to remove content from a 

private platform; they also point to the disturbing magnitude and strength of Big Tech.  

 

The philosophical debates that followed the Capitol Riot crystallised a familiar age-old 

tug of war: freedom of expression versus protection from harms. From political 

journalists in Hong Kong unable to comment freely on the Government, to teenagers 

being bullied every day by high school peers, the riot is actually just a perverse 

example of an issue that has been gaining stamina and prevalence for years. At the 

crux of the debate is a key question: who should be responsible? What should 

policymakers and regulators protect – citizen safety from the content posted online or 
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the liability of digital platforms hosting the content itself. For platforms, protection 

from liability for user-generated content is fundamental to their ability to operate. For 

citizens, specifically with regards to the riot, the content posted both online and offline 

leading up to the riot constituted severe harms that led to highly publicized violence 

and five tragic deaths (Kari) (Arun). The answer lies in striking a balance between 

scalable solutions to protect users’ safety online while simultaneously supporting 

democratic values such as freedom of expression and a vibrant online environment 

(Transatlantic Working Group).  

 

This report seeks to explain why the distinct and evolving nature of online 

communications requires a regulatory reboot and refresh of guiding philosophies. 

Principles that engage a wider lens to address the systemic issues at play as well as 

standards that radically embrace transparency and accountability measures will serve 

to fix the deteriorating trust that erodes the system and the skewed power dynamic 

that favours Big Tech. Finally, leveraging coherent, globalised regulatory approaches to 

promote shared democratic values that put citizens in focus and hold market players 

and regulators accountable, will guide policymakers as they face the amorphous 

challenges of regulating online communications and the difficult road ahead. 

 

Setting the stage: why online is distinct and requires a regulatory 
‘reset’ 

The freedom of expression crisis is now bigger than direct censorship. Big Tech, in 

many ways because of its ubiquitous nature and wide usership, looms larger than 

government and as a result, privatised governance on speech presents a real issue. 

Authorities across the world are now at an inflection point as they devise new rules for 

internet intermediaries (The Economist). Indian authorities have introduced regressive 

measures that coerce intermediaries to restrict what journalists say online and have 

even attempted to force platforms to reveal users’ private data (Arun). In Australia, 

the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission proposed a law that would 

require tech giants to pay for news content in an attempt to address news 

sustainability and media plurality concerns (BBC News). The debates around content 

moderation now implicate adjacent and intersecting policy concerns far beyond the 

former bounds of freedom of expression. 
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The shape of online communications has greatly shifted since the emergence of the 

internet in the 1990s. Before online, government intervention in the regulation of 

content was not novel – this was fairly easy to do with printed press because of their 

centralised nature and mutually agreed upon rules around editorial content 

(Transatlantic Working Group). However, the rules that previously shaped societal 

standards around how citizens communicate are no longer fit for purpose because of 

the differing characteristics between online and offline expression. Figure 1 below 

gives an overview of how media previously operated and how online has changed the 

‘rules.’ 

 

 
Figure 1 Source: Transatlantic Working Group  

To come to grips with these burgeoning media forms and the changing nature of 

authorship of online content creation, policymakers relied on existing laws that 

dictated communication standards. For the digital economy, US laws such as Section 

230 set into motion Big Tech’s astronomical success and in many ways, were 

instrumental in preserving users’ freedom of speech. Drafted into legislation in 1996 as 

a part of the US Communications law, Section 230 is “rooted in the idea that an online 

platform serves as a conduit for the free speech of others and is not a speaker or 

publisher itself” (DLA Piper). At a US Senate Commerce Committee hearing, Google 

CEO Sundar Pichai lauded Section 230 as “foundational to US leadership in the tech 

sector” (DLA Piper). Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is another 

example of this, stipulating that freedom of expression is a core democratic right and 

makes no exception for hard-to-define, newer categories of harm such as 
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“disinformation” and “online harms” (United Nations) (Transatlantic Working Group). 

For tech platforms and freedom of expression enthusiasts, reversing laws like Section 

230 and Article 19 would fundamentally alter the mechanics and lifeblood of the 

internet, not to mention, add an insurmountable burden for regulators to police all 

posts. Twitter alone had to suspend 1 million accounts and remove 4.5 million pieces 

of content from July 2020 through December 2020 (Twitter).  

 

In addition to revisiting the legal standards applied to the evolving communications 

landscape, the Capitol Riot surfaced another key consideration for policymakers – how 

to address the virality of the deception that sows distrust and division (Transatlantic 

Working Group). A recent finding by Mozilla found that 70% of views of harmful 

YouTube videos are recommended by the platform’s algorithm (London School of 

Economics Webinar Series). Reach is equally, if not more important, than speech when 

it comes to the complex communication matrices of the digital economy (Transatlantic 

Working Group). This requires policymakers to better understand the business models 

that allow content to be promoted, the lack of user agency within this promotion 

process, the overall design of these services (London School of Economics Webinar 

Series) as well as the impact on users’ opinions, beliefs and trust. 

 

A key aspect to the ‘reach’ component are the algorithms 1 that oftentimes incentivise 

divisiveness over inclusion and function as problematic echo chambers (Institute of 

Economic Affairs Podcast) (Singh, Walden and Crowcroft). The global economy is now 

in an “infoglut” (Andrejevic) (Kant) and as a result of this excess, prominence, instead 

of information, is power (Kant). Algorithms remain a central form of currency within 

that system. In 2018 the founder of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, shared an important 

diagram that illustrates this point around the powerful natural engagement patterns of 

Facebook’s content. As content gets closer to Facebook’s policy lines on prohibited 

content, user engagement goes up (see Figure 2 below). This dynamic surfaces an 

important question as to whether recommender algorithms on these platforms like 

Facebook and Twitter are prioritising harmful content because it triggers more 

 

 
1 Algorithms are instructions for tasks. Most common tasks that algorithms perform are classification, prediction, 
profiling, filtering and prioritisation, and content generation (Singh, Walden and Crowcroft).  
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engagement, therefore increasing the harmful exposure experienced by citizens 

(Constine) and impacting users’ opinions. Chi Onwurah, UK Labour MP for Newcastle 

on Tyne, summarised the issues at play arguing the current system of self-regulation is 

not protecting users from injury and has unforeseen consequences, as platforms are 

incentivised to “maximise eyeball time instead of minimising harm” (London School of 

Economics Webinar Series).  

 

 
Figure 2   Source: Pennycook and Rand; Constine 

Digital communications are distinct and therefore transcend the normal legal bounds 

previously applied to old-world print media. The features of online form a unique 

environment and policy conundrum, one that blends real world consequences with the 

online virtual world they exist in. Consequently, refreshed approaches and renewed 

policy and legal considerations are in order. Understanding how online differs from 

traditional media as well as finetuning our understanding of the business models that 

amplify harms, provide an important context that will buttress the principles outlined 

below. 

 

Principle One: Simply defining all online harms can be a red herring 
– deploy a wider systemic lens focusing on desirable outcomes 

From disinformation, to misinformation, election interference, extremism, 

polarisation, political speech and a laundry list of other public failures, legislation that 

seeks to address these harms such as the UK’s Online Safety Bill and the EU’s Digital 

Services Act, signal a temperature change when it comes to intervention in online 
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platforms. The question is not when to regulate to Big Tech but rather how 

(Transatlantic Working Group).  

 

As these new regulations are being contemplated globally, academics, politicians and 

citizen interests’ groups argue there is greater need to clearly define harms, specifically 

the ones encountered online, as a way to ensure Governments do not suppress free 

speech and moreover platforms do not have sole authority on the limits to expression. 

For example, there are calls to create new specific categories of regulated speech such 

as “disinformation” or “legal but harmful content” (Transatlantic Working Group). Chi 

Onwurah2 noted that, without a clear definition of what constitutes a “journalist” and 

“harm” in the UK’s Online Safety Bill, it can be difficult to make a judgement about how 

the proposals affect freedom of speech (London School of Economics Webinar Series). 

Furthermore, lumping all harms together such as children’s online addiction and 

extremist terrorist content can risk moral equivalence (Institute of Economic Affairs 

Podcast). Responding to these concerns and a push for greater clarification, the UK 

Government’s response to initial feedback on the draft Online Safety Bill moved to 

“establish differentiated expectations on companies for illegal content and activity, 

versus conduct that is not illegal, but has the potential to cause harm” (Transatlantic 

Working Group). In sum, there is careful consideration needed to ensure the 

boundaries of free speech are protected and that regulators do not make subjective 

judgements about harms due to lack of clarity (London School of Economics Webinar 

Series).  

 

Although, clearly defining harms is a laudable cause, against the backdrop of an online 

communications landscape constantly in flux, regulators must deploy a wider systemic 

lens with less prescriptive answers. This will allow regulators to better develop the 

technological, horizon-scanning, and commercial expertise needed internally to better 

understand and anticipate both the market and consumers. Moreover, narrowly 

defining all harms can come up against divergent local approaches to freedom of 

speech. Bodies in the UK, Germany, and the EU are rapidly developing regulation which 

generally accepts that expression may be subject to narrow  restrictions in order to 

 

 
2 UK Labour MP for Newcastle on Tyne. 
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protect the rights of minorities and public order, whereas the US is steeped in First  

Amendment traditions which block these types of limitations (Transatlantic Working 

Group). 

 

Overly rigid and narrow legislation that seeks to define each category of online harm 

can risk becoming quickly outdated. In a legal-empirical content analysis that surveyed 

an 18-month period, researchers identified over 80 distinct online harms to which 

regulation was being asked to respond (Kretschmer, Furgał and Schlesinger). In short, 

the online environment fluctuates so quickly, simply defining all of the harms that may 

arise is a myopic lens. Instead, as shown in figure 3 below, when it comes to 

disinformation for example, focusing on broader systemic issues such as bad actors 

and deceptive network behaviour “may eliminate more harmful content—and have 

less impact on free expression—than attacking individual pieces of content” 

(Transatlantic Working Group p. 14).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With this in mind, agile principles-based regulation that relies less on detailed rules and 

outcomes can present an optimal way of systemically managing harms. Principles-

based regulation “means moving away from reliance on detailed, prescriptive rules and 

relying more on high-level, broadly stated rules or Principles to set the standards by 

which regulated firms must conduct business” (Black, Hopper and Band p. 2). 

Deployment of principles, has been a feature of financial regulation since the 1990s 

Figure 3   Source: Transatlantic Working Group 
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and has increasingly has become a cornerstone to regulators’ approaches to online 

spaces (Black, Hopper and Band). In Australia’s guidelines for autonomous vehicles, 

regulators developed performance-based system-wide guidelines for vehicles, allowing 

for a regulatory system that is flexible enough to accommodate evolving technology 

whilst protecting public safety (Eggers and Turley p. 14).  

 

This systemic approach can also be seen in the UK’s draft Online Safety Bill which seeks 

to “establish a new regulatory framework to tackle harmful content online,” giving 

Ofcom, the UK’s Communications Regulator, information gathering and enforcement 

powers (UK Government). The Bill would create an innovative new duty of care on 

digital service providers, requiring them to take action to moderate user-generated 

content in a way that prevents users from being exposed to illegal and/or harmful 

content online (Lomas) (UK Government). The proposed legislation does not involve 

regulating or moderating individual pieces of content or harms but rather outlining 

outcomes for online safety and consumers, focusing on principles and processes that 

give regulators insight into where platforms may be repeatedly failing its users 

(Kretschmer, Furgał and Schlesinger). 

 

In the case of digital communications, where the technological development cycle 

morphs and shifts rapidly, the benefits of regulation led by principles provides 

policymakers with a flexible framework to achieve outcomes (Eggers and Turley). In 

truth, regulators cannot be expected to take down all harmful content and there are 

more efficient, holistic ways to handle online calamities. Supervisory methods to 

regulation set out desirable outcomes for consumers and can be expertly coupled with 

principles that guide the conduct of the industry without becoming overbearing.  
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Principle Two: Transparency and accountability with ‘teeth’ to close 
the trust deficit 

By the mid-2010s, public opinion towards Big Tech experienced a precipitous decline – 

the infamous Cambridge Analytica scandal 3 acting as canary in the coalmine for the 

demise of trust in Big Tech (Perry). When the news of the scandal broke, it came to 

light that Mark Zuckerberg was aware the firm was defying their data scraping policies 

but had still allowed it. Despite this flashpoint that jettisoned the collapse of Big Tech’s 

public support, tech’s influence on the information people receive has yet to be 

curtailed. Today, where two out of every three people who joined a Facebook group 

were suggested to that group by Facebook (Q2 Quarterly Review: The State of the 

World According to Pivot) and 64% of all extremist group joins are due to Facebook’s 

own recommendation tools (Kari), it’s clear that the lack of transparency in how digital 

platforms operate undermines trust (Transatlantic Working Group).  

 

Increased calls for transparency and accountability measures have materialised as 

solutions to fix this trust deficit in Big Tech. Transparency can achieve many policy aims 

simultaneously – enabling governments to develop evidence-based policies, pushing 

for independent oversight, encouraging firms to examine underserved issues, and 

empowering citizens to understand their information environment (Transatlantic 

Working Group). However, transparency and accountability have become widely used 

clichés for policymakers; deployed overzealously without any ‘teeth’ or mechanisms to 

ensure their workability. It is crucial, specifically when it comes to free speech, that 

transparency and accountability are accompanied by enforcement measures to 

reiterate on their purpose and engender trust back into the public domain.  

 

Some digital platforms are already doing important work to this end. Twitter, for 

example, has released its transparency report on its enforcement rules (Twitter). Their 

findings illustrate some noteworthy trends within transparency and self-regulation: 

less than 0.1% of total Tweet views violated their terms and conditions, total content 

 

 
3 “Cambridge Analytica was a political data firm hired by President Trump’s 2016 election campaign, gained access to 
information on 50 million Facebook users as a way to identify the personalities of American voters and influence their 
behaviour” (Granville). 
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removed is up 56% year on year from H2 2019 to H2 2020, sensitive media content 

removals saw 383% growth year on year, and hateful conduct and abuse/harassment 

remain the most frequently reported and enforced harms by far (Twitter). See figure 4 

for a breakdown of the Twitter removals by harm in H2 2020. 4 These metrics are a step 

in the right direction in platform accountability and transparency, but more can be 

done.  

 
Figure 4    Source: Twitter 

Digital platforms should be transparent about the policies they adopt to govern speech 

online, the enforcement mechanisms they have in place as well as the process for 

effective redress of complaints about content moderation decisions (Transatlantic 

Working Group). Regulators and the public need to understand the full life cycle of 

harmful content – creation, development and dissemination. This could look like 

metrics around how many people are being exposed, how many times content was 

shared through algorithms, how much time people are spending on posts as well as 

tagging content that is not from a trusted source. Additionally, better transparency 

metrics could focus on what proportion of viral content is harmful, how algorithms 

contributed to the virality of content online, the role of organic demand from users for 

harmful content, how many harmful impressions come from automatic 

recommendations, and what subset of the user population is producing the majority of 

harms (Transatlantic Working Group) (Benkler, Faris and Roberts) (Kant) (Pennycook 

and Rand) (UK Government). Some of these measures are already being taken on by 

platforms. As a result of Covid-19 disinformation following the Capitol Riot, digital 

 

 
4 This graph does not include terrorism / violent extremisms for which only account-level enforcement are reported. 
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platforms posted information boxes with links to trust sources. This self-regulation on 

behalf of platforms signalled a recognition for their de facto moral responsibility for 

content posted online (The Economist) (Tan, Shin and Rindler) (Pennycook and Rand). 

 

Furthermore, platforms reporting on how many hate speech take-downs they 

individually accomplished end up being opaque information asymmetries with no real 

‘teeth’ or feasibility. Raw numbers around transparency metrics with little context or 

comparisons, such as those outlined in the Twitter report, can end up being 

impractical. Instead, consistent, standardised and comparable quantitative and 

qualitative metrics (i.e. those that detail the shape of how harms spread) will be a key 

consideration. This could use content flags to capture not just the characteristics of 

removals but also trends around user dislikes, preferences, experiences of harms 

(Transatlantic Working Group). Regulatory oversight is needed within platforms’ 

content moderation innerworkings so citizens and regulators can gain a deeper 

understanding of the scale and machinations of societal harms. 

 

On the policymakers and regulators side of the equation, participation in active 

transparency aims will serve to increase citizens’ trust and bolster the entire 

accountability equation. For one, enforcement should be carried out by an 

independent regulatory body “that is empowered to monitor and audit company 

behaviour” (Transatlantic Working Group). Hand in hand with independence, 

transparency for regulators should avoid being localised “black boxes” that effectively 

exclude other civil society organisations and regulators from understanding the rules 

set in place (London School of Economics Webinar Series), as it weakens coordination 

and disharmonises regulatory approaches.  

 

Furthermore, transparency to support freedom of expression necessitates a nuanced 

approach on the part of policymakers. Clarifying the content moderation policies’ 

terms and conditions, understanding how AI content moderation tools work, ensuring 

users are aware of the appeal process, distinguishing how platforms comply with codes 

of practice, and clarifying when regulators are reporting to the public are all crucial 

elements to support this framework. Additionally, this core regulatory structure should 

be advised by social media councils and complemented by e-courts for “expedient 
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independent judicial review of alleged violations of free speech rights” (Transatlantic 

Working Group p. 12). Lastly, to avoid a ‘top down’ approach to regulation, citizen 

participation should be encouraged via citizen juries or assemblies (Transatlantic 

Working Group) (London School of Economics Webinar Series).   

 

These transparency measures are reflected in the current framework of the UK’s 

Online Safety bill. The UK Government argues the draft Bill is “ground-breaking” as it 

enables “a new age of accountability for tech and bring[s] fairness and accountability 

to the online world,” striking to make the UK the safest place to be online as well as 

attractive to online businesses and innovation (UK Government) (Lomas). Specifically 

the Bill focuses on user research and transparency, commits to perfunctory public 

reporting and enforces clear and accessible terms and conditions alongside codes of 

conduct for platforms (London School of Economics Webinar Series).  

 

In summary, in order to achieve commendable transparency and accountability aims, 

there exists a precarious equation with equal participatory components: digital 

platform transparency + regulator transparency + enforcement = trust. These factors 

act like a domino effect to increase trust from citizens and serve to underpin shared 

moral democratic values.   

 

Principle Three: Universal democratic principles that empower and 
protect citizens will be our ‘North Star’  

“How can we make sense of democratic values in a world of digital disinformation run 

amok? What does freedom of speech mean in an age of trolls, bots, and information 

war? Do we really have to sacrifice freedom to save democracy—or is there another 

way?” 

- Peter Pomerantsev, Agora Institute, Johns Hopkins University, and London 

School of Economics 

 

Finally, with a systemic lens to online safety and freedom of expression, coupled with 

transparency and accountability enforcement levers, it is important that policymakers 

also take a stand on the ‘right side of history’. Events like the Capitol Riot ignited a 
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moral blame game and panic amongst Government, Big Tech, politicians and citizens 

(Kretschmer, Furgał and Schlesinger). However, regulators and policymakers alike 

have a role in standing up for what is right – becoming comfortable not just setting 

rules and forgetting them (Eggers and Turley) but also taking a stand in support of 

shared global democratic values that ultimately serve to protect and uplift citizens 

(Transatlantic Working Group). It is unrealistic and unfair to expect platforms to take 

on moral liability for the content hosted online if policymakers themselves do not 

espouse their commitment to shared democratic values. To ensure these democratic 

values flourish, a twofold approach is necessary: one that focuses on the human 

element within the online technology environment and another that shifts away from 

local solutions and embraces a globalised, harmonised and coordinated regulatory 

response.  

 

Designing sound policies for online communications, as intuitive as it may seem, 

requires a revisitation of the shared human element. This past year and a half has seen 

an accelerated uptake in trends – the migration to almost every aspect of human life to 

online spaces across the globe (Ovide). Technology has become an almost essential 

utility for us to work, connect, learn, and buy (Ovide). As concentration of power 

increasingly tilts in favour of Big Tech, it’s clear where regulators and policymakers 

need to stand – in service of global citizens. This sentiment is reflected in the current 

draft of the EU's proposed Digital Services Act as online platforms are obligated to 

perform yearly "due diligence" human rights assessments of their content moderation 

systems (Center for Democracy and Technology). In short, to lead by sound judgment 

and make the right moral decisions, regulators will need to be directed by the 

behaviour and needs of consumers and citizens.  

 

Secondly, although local approaches still have a role in regulating the online 

communications environment, the focus should be on the international convergence of 

regulatory approaches. Germany’s content moderation law NetzDG is one of Europe’s 

most far-reaching laws and requires tech platforms to report and share users’ data on 

suspected cases of hate speech to the federal police. Home-grown, country-specific 

approaches such as this can be ineffective against the overlapping, volatile and 

borderless nature of online content. Instead, governments need to work together to 
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make democracy more resilient and aligned with a coherent, collective set of 

fundamental democratic principles, such as freedom of expression, fairness, openness, 

equality, and citizen safety (Transatlantic Working Group).  

 

Global regulatory cooperation is key to achieving these democratic aims. Working 

across regulators avoids unnecessary regulatory divergences, minimises the risk of 

regulatory arbitrage, provides economic efficiency for global firms, increases cross-

border enforcement, improves capabilities, exchanges best practice and approaches, 

and finally lifts out crucial interlinkages. Initiatives like the UK’s Digital Regulation 

Cooperation Forum are important steps in the right direction. Building off the shared 

expertise of the four UK digital regulators, the forum “was established to ensure a 

greater level of cooperation, given the unique challenges posed by regulation of online 

platforms” (Ofcom, Competition and Markets Authority, and Information 

Commissioner's Office). Different regulatory regimes will interlink and overlap and 

coherent regulatory approaches that address the scale and global nature of Big Tech 

will allow policymakers to better respond.  

 

What we learned from events such as the Cambridge Analytica scandal, Covid-19 

misinformation, and the Capitol Riot is that citizens remain at the foundation of 

communications and that regulators should work, across all jurisdictions, to make 

communications work for everyone. Underpinning this is a strong push for universal 

democratic frameworks that place the citizen in focus as the ‘North Star’.  

 

Conclusion 

To conclude, the road ahead is uncertain and striking the right balance will prove 

difficult. The digital ecosystem presents unique new challenges but raises old debates. 

Our emerging regulatory priorities need to be shaped by principles designed to 

improve the culture of online safety and uphold freedom of expression. The laws that 

previously governed news consumption and editorial content require further 

sophistication so they can appropriately handle technology’s challenges including 

addressing the underlying business models that amplify and promote harmful content. 
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The principles put forward in this paper make the case for a renewed and refreshed 

lens. Policymakers and regulators alike should be steadfast in their commitment to 

systemic approaches to combat online harms and protect freedom of speech, 

transparency and accountability with clear viability measures, and global democratic 

principles that ultimately serve to protect, connect, and serve a better humanity. By 

weaving together these principles, policymakers can create iterative future-proof 

regulation. Regulators and policymakers cannot sit idly by and expect platforms to be 

morally responsible for the ails of the internet. When it comes to litigating these highly 

controversial subjects that touch billions of people, there exists an ethical 

responsibility to pick a side on the proverbial road; a path that empowers and protects 

citizens through common democratic principles.  
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